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Chapter 31 

Facing Wang Hao’s swinging fist. 

Fan Lu had no intention of dodging at all, she was once a municipal level sparring 
athlete. 

She really wasn’t afraid of close combat. 

What’s more, there wasn’t too much difference between her and Wang Hao’s stature. 

With a dodge, avoiding Wang Hao’s fist, Fan Lu bowed and swung her fist. 

Bang! 

The fist smashed into Wang Hao’s stomach. 

Wang Hao let out a miserable scream, covered his stomach and took three steps 
backwards, crouching on the ground. 

From start to finish, Fan Lu’s actions were crisp and clean. 

Standing up, Fan Lu stroked her ponytail and laughed disdainfully, “I used to kill ten 
people like you a day!” 

“You fucking ……” Wang Hao covered his stomach and still wanted to scream, but his 
stomach’s five internal organs felt like they were stirred together, and it hurt so much 
that he couldn’t speak. 

The sudden scene left Li Lan dumbfounded. 

She didn’t expect Fan Lu, a girl, to be able to knock down a man with one punch. 

“Now, get the hell out of here!” 

Fan Lu raised her hand and grabbed Wang Hao’s collar, as if she was carrying a 
chicken, and pushed him out of the ward, “Don’t come and disturb Auntie, or don’t 
blame me for crippling you.” 

“Let go of me!” 

Wang Hao shook off Fan Lu’s hand and scolded with a painful face, “What kind of dog 
are you? I’m the brother-in-law of that wimp Chen Dong!” 

Brother-in-law? 



Fan Lu was stunned for a moment, she had never heard Chen Dong mention this 
before. 

Still, she replied, “I’m the one Mr. Chen hired to take care of my aunt.” 

“Oh yo? There’s still money to hire a nanny, huh?” 

Wang Hao raised his eyebrows, even more certain of what he thought in his mind, 
pulling out his voice and shouting, “At first, he said bitterly that he only had 200,000 
yuan, he had to make a fuss about divorcing my sister, now it’s good, it turns out that he 
has evil intentions, deliberately pretending to be poor, giving my sister 200,000 yuan to 
get rid of my sister, this is much less money than a direct divorce, ah, once you turn 
around, you suddenly become generous? ” 

Fan Lu was a bit frightened and confused. 

It was Li Lan who suddenly cried and roared, “Shut up, my son is not what you say, you 
are wronging him!” 

Although she did not know why her son had suddenly become rich after her ghostly 
encounter. 

But when she was sober before, she knew better than anyone what her son’s situation 
was. 

There was no mother who didn’t love her child, but before she was seriously ill and 
could only watch her son suffer. 

“Wronged? How have I wronged him? My sister is the one who has wronged him!” 

Wang Hao did not relent, gritting his teeth and shouting, “Back then, Chen Dong, the 
phoenix man, had smoke on his ancestral grave, my sister did not care that he was a 
rural man, so she married him, but now, he has a few stinking dollars and divorces my 
sister. 

“Shut up, you shut up, I forbid you to talk about my son like that!” Li Lan shuddered and 
hissed. 

Looking at the agitated Li Lan, Fan Lu also became anxious. 

Slap! 

Fan Lu slapped Wang Hao’s face, “Get out of my face!” 

“I ……” Wang Hao still had to argue. 



Zap! 

Fan Lu slapped Wang Hao’s face again, “I told you to get lost!” 

Half of Wang Hao’s face was swollen up, but he really didn’t dare to let him fight with 
Fan Lu. 

If Chen Dong hadn’t pretended to be poor and divorced his sister, he would have been 
engaged to Lin Xue’er and ready to get married by now. 

Wang Hao opened his mouth and was about to yell again. 

Slap! 

Fan Lu slapped down again. 

Wang Hao was completely dumbfounded, and the three consecutive slaps made his 
brain buzz. 

This bitch, tiger than? 

The noise caused many good people to gather around the corridor. 

Hearing Wang Hao’s shouts, everyone began to frown in disgust, directed of course at 
Chen Dong and Li Lan in the ward. 

And Fan Lu’s fierce action made everyone’s heart chill. 

“Get lost! I told you to get lost!” 

Fan Lu shoved a palm on Wang Hao’s chest. 

Li Lan couldn’t stand the stimulation, if she let Wang Hao go on like this, the 
consequences would be serious. 

Looking back at Li Lan who was crying and shaking, Fan Lu hurriedly comforted, 
“Auntie, it’s okay, I’m here, it’ll be fine!” 

“You’re here? You little nanny can’t turn over the sky?” 

Wang Hao shouted angrily, he was used to being arrogant at home, and now that he 
had “seen through” Chen Dong’s bad behavior, he couldn’t swallow his anger if he didn’t 
pursue the matter to the end today. 

“Stop it, Auntie can’t stand the excitement right now, you’ll hurt her.” Fan Lu half 
pleaded. 



“Harm her? It’s none of my business if she dies!” 

Wang Hao waved a big hand, “Mother and son, two rural people, climbing high into our 
Wang family, all these years that beast Chen Dong has nearly emptied his home to 
save this dead woman, has he ever felt any guilt towards my sister?” 

“That’s enough!” 

Fan Lu shouted at the top of her lungs, her right hand clenching her fist and wanting to 
strike again. 

But she knew that even if she could fight, she couldn’t really beat Wang Hao to death. 

“Xiao Lu, let him go, let him go ……” Li Lan bit her lip until blood was seeping out, “Our 
family never owed them anything, my son has suffered for that Wang Nan Nan, he is 
slandering my son. ” 

“Auntie, I’ll let him go now, you must hold back.” Fan Lu also had red eyes. 

The way Li Lan treated her, she saw it in her eyes. 

To be able to treat a nanny with such heartache, would it be as bad as the man in front 
of her said? 

At that very moment. 

Dr. Zhang, led by the nurse, hurried over. 

Pushing through the crowd and seeing this scene, Dr. Zhang’s scalp went numb with 
fear. 

Last time, Leland was so irritated that she had a fit and almost couldn’t be resuscitated. 

And this time? 

Seeing how much Wang Hao was shouting, Dr. Zhang hurriedly stepped forward and 
scolded, “This is a hospital, do you think this is your home?” 

Wang Hao froze at the yell. 

Dr. Zhang turned his head to look at Fan Lu, “You’re the nanny Mr. Chen hired, right? 
Didn’t we all say that Ms. Li should not be stimulated in any way?” 

Fan Lu was aggrieved, “I… I stopped him, but he just wouldn’t leave.” 



“Who am I to leave? You’re a little nanny who was hired by that phoenix man rural man 
to take care of his dead ghost old mother, and you can still stop me from screaming for 
my sister?” Wang Hao yelled. 

“That’s enough!” 

Dr. Zhang shouted in anger, “One mouthful of rural people, rural people don’t carry this 
pot! With such quality as yours, you have the face to say these words?” 

Wang Hao’s face turned red and he was about to retort. 

But Dr. Zhang didn’t bother to say anything, and waved his hand, “Call the security 
guards immediately, and kick them out!” 

“You, who are you to do this?” Wang Hao was startled. 

Dr. Zhang said angrily, “Just because I’m the authoritative doctor in this hospital! Even if 
the dean came, he wouldn’t be able to stop me!” 

Wang Hao’s anger gave a pause. 

But Dr. Zhang didn’t relent and yelled, “It’s really bad luck for Mr. Chen to meet your 
family! I was his attending doctor for so long, and I saw everything, but when did Mr. 
Chen not come to take care of Ms. Li himself? How many times did your sister and your 
family come?” 

“Your mother came to me at the hospital and asked when her in-laws’ mother was going 
to break, your sister took the money Mr. Chen gave his mother to save her life and gave 
it to your family, and now you shamelessly come here to make a fuss over Ms. Li.” 

“Your family, shame on you?” 

Chapter 32 

Dr. Zhang’s words left everyone stunned. 

No one expected that the family of Wang Hao, who was screaming for justice, would 
actually be like this. 

In an instant, all kinds of pointing fingers and strange gazes fell on Wang Hao. 

Wang Hao’s face turned red and he was speechless. 

In the end, he gave Fan Lu a fierce glare and turned to walk away. 



Fan Lu hurriedly walked into the ward and gave Li Lan a light pat on the back while 
advising, “Auntie, you must take care of yourself, I’ll inform Brother Dong.” 

Li Lan stopped Fan Lu while taking a deep breath, “No, don’t inform him, I, I’m fine.” 

“But ……” Fan Lu hesitated for a while. 

Li Lan shook her head, “Dong’er, too tired, don’t alarm him about this.” 

At this time, Dr. Zhang also walked in. 

He frowned and gave Li Lan a worried glance and said, “Auntie Li, let me take you for a 
few tests to make sure you’re okay before I don’t inform Mr. Chen.” 

Wang Hao walked sullenly and hurriedly towards the ward. 

He originally wanted to go and make a fuss to recover some of his losses. 

Chen Dong had deliberately set up a scam to cheat his sister out of a divorce for a mere 
two hundred thousand dollars, which was simply too heartless. 

But the appearance of Dr. Zhang made him a target for stealing the chicken. 

At this moment, Wang Nan Nan in the stairwell finally calmed down and came out. 

She ran right into a hard-faced Wang Hao head-on. 

“Xiao Hao, what’s wrong?” 

“Sister.” 

When Wang Hao saw Wang Nan Nan, he was instantly furious: “Do you know that 
Chen Dong really still has money? The fucking operation is all done!” 

Although he had just made a big fuss, when he was leaving, he still found out from the 
nurse that Li Lan had just received a liver transplant not long ago. 

This made him furious, how much money would a liver transplant cost before and after? 

Chen Dong had not only operated on his deadbeat mother, he had also hired a nanny to 
look after her, did this look like someone who didn’t have money? 

“Shhh!” 

Wang Nan Nan’s face changed greatly and she hurriedly covered Wang Hao’s mouth, 
“What if mum hears it and irritates her?” 



Wang Hao’s temper gave a beat. 

Wang Nan Nan hurriedly dragged Wang Hao into the stairwell. 

“Sister, you know?” Wang Hao asked in surprise, the way Wang Nan Nan reacted, it 
was obvious that she already knew. 

Wang Nan Nan nodded and sighed, “You asked me to find Chen Dong last time, I came 
to find Li Lan’s, but …… you shouldn’t have come to her.” 

Last time she made a big fuss and pissed off Li Lan to the ICU resuscitation, and now 
it’s all over her mind. 

If Wang Hao pissed Li Lan off again, it would be murder! 

“Why shouldn’t I go after her? Her son actually abandoned you for her cheap life and 
used such nasty tricks to deceive you, and Chen Dong, that phoenix man, bullied you 
so much, I can’t stand it as a brother!” 

Wang Hao’s face was red with anger and his gaze was fierce. 

Wang Nan Nan gave Wang Hao a surprised look, her younger brother suddenly 
understood things? 

This sentence made warmth flow through her heart. 

However, she still shook her head and said resignedly, “Let him go in the past, I’ll carry 
it all by myself, it’s fine.” 

“Bullshit! If you hadn’t taken a fancy to Chen Dong in the first place, how could their 
family have climbed high into our Wang family? Both mother and daughter are stinking 
peasants with bad hearts!” 

Wang Hao’s face was full of anger and he gritted his teeth, “He has so much money, all 
of it went to his deadbeat mother, he wants to get rid of sister for 200,000, no way!” 

If Chen Dong hadn’t set up the divorce on purpose to deceive Wang Nan Nan, he and 
Lin Xueer would have been preparing for their marriage by now. 

What’s more, they wouldn’t have caused their family to lose face. 

As long as he got Chen Dong to ask for the damages, then the bride price he gave Lin 
Xue’er would be enough! 

“That’s enough Xiao Hao!” 



Wang Nan Nan clenched her red lips with her shell teeth and said aggressively, “Sister 
knows that you want to get married as soon as possible, I will take care of this Chen 
Dong matter, you can take care of mum at ease, and you can’t tell her and dad about 
this matter, lest you stimulate her.” 

After saying that, she turned around and left. 

Wang Hao looked furious: “Handle it? If you could handle it, why would you go and lie to 
my Xue’er and make our family in such a mess?” 

However, Wang Nan Nan, who had already left, did not hear him say this. 

Dingtai Company. 

Chen Dong was busy at work, the renovation project of the shantytown in the west of 
the city was his focus now. 

Although the matter of the sky-high contract had been settled, there was still a lot to 
follow. 

The new building had to be erected and put up for sale as soon as possible! 

The arrival of Yike is just a trigger, and his real achievement is in the sale of the 
property. 

Only when real money came in would the whole project be considered secure, and he 
would be able to deliver to that father he had never met. 

Ding! 

There was a new message on WeChat. 

Chen Dong picked it up and once again lost his concentration. 

The WeChat message from Gu Qingying was simple: Chen Dong, I’m going back to 
China on the 1st, I’ve brought a lot of gifts, can you come and pick me up? 

The 1st? 

Chen Dong pondered for a moment, there were not many days left. 

Three years ago, at his and Wang Nan Nan’s wedding, Gu Qingying was a bridesmaid 
and had also helped a lot during the wedding process. 

Now that Gu Qingying had returned to China, it was time for him, an old friend, to go 
and pick him up. 



“Good.” 

After replying to a message, Chen Dong went back to work. 

But, soon, there was another WeChat message alert. 

He picked it up and took a look, and there was some coldness on his face. 

The one who sent the message was Lin Xue’er. 

This woman, was she really going to pounce on him? 

The content was simple: Mr. Chen, are you free tonight? I would like to invite you to my 
home, to cook and eat for you (cute) 

With such a hint, how could Chen Dong not understand? 

However, he replied directly with a message: No, I like to eat my own cooking. 

In the bank. 

Lin Xueer looked at her mobile phone WeChat annoyingly, her eyes were full of sultry. 

Did Chen Dong …… do this on purpose? 

She had received five million from Chen Dong, which was not enough to make her 
happy for long. 

Because in Lin Xue’er’s heart, it was as if Chen Dong had opened an opening to him, 
and since she could get five million, she would be able to get more. 

And, she was very willing, too, to pay something for it. 

She had already given everything to make amends to Chen Dong that night anyway. 

But Chen Dong’s reaction to her was so inscrutable to her. 

Having been in this city for so long, Lin Xue’er was able to eat the bank manager, sit 
steadily behind the bank counter and have this glamorous job, and she really knew a lot 
about men! 

What kind of men, she had seen them all. 

But as long as she wanted to, she could easily eat them up. 



But Chen Dong, it was like a hard stone, even if she tried a thousand ways, she could 
not cover it up. 

The cold response, if it was in the past, Lin Xue’er would have given up long ago. 

But when she thought of the five million dollars lying in her bank card, she couldn’t bear 
to give up on Chen Dong, so she gritted her teeth and continued to insist. 

Secretly annoyed, Lin Xue’er gritted her teeth and murmured, “I blame that wimp Wang 
Hao, if only he had brought me to his family earlier, I would have been able to meet Mr. 
Chen very early, Mr. Chen is so outstanding, and I don’t know where the Wang family 
got the cheek to treat Mr. Chen with disdain.” 

If she could meet Chen Dong in advance, she would be able to leave a good impression 
on Chen Dong, not always with Chen Dong is with the original bank to withdraw money, 
the night she went to make amends so bad impression. 

Chen Dong’s reaction made Lin Xue’er blame it on the Wang family and feel resentment 
towards them. 

Chapter 33 

After a quick examination, fortunately Leland was not seriously injured. 

But it still made Fan Lu and Dr. Zhang nervous. 

When Chen Dong arrived at the hospital in the evening, Li Lan and Fan Lu did not 
mention this. 

A mother’s heart aches for her son. 

She did not want to burden Chen Dong more because of her own affairs. 

On the contrary, Fan Lu, who had looked at Chen Dong several times, wanted to say 
something, but eventually thought of Li Lan’s explanation and held back. 

“Dong’er, you seem to be very tired lately.” 

Li Lan looked at Chen Dong heartily, her eyes a little red. 

Her illness and surgery, Chen Dong and Wang Nan Nan’s divorce, all happened in this 
short period of less than a month. 

Any one of them would be too much for a normal person to bear. 



Instead, Chen Dong was carrying it alone and was still busy working to earn money to 
keep up with her high medical expenses. 

“Mum, it’s alright.” 

Chen Dong smiled, his mother was getting better day by day, making the pressure in his 
heart gradually diminish. 

As for being tired, it was true that he was tired these days, apart from the stress, there 
was also the heavy workload of Din Tai Company. 

However, he felt it was all worth it. 

It took everything he had to get what he wanted to get. 

“Ugh …… It’s also mum’s fault for dragging you down, otherwise you wouldn’t be 
working so hard.” Li Lan lowered her head and said guiltily. 

Chen Dong shook his head, “Mom, you are not allowed to say such things, you taught 
me to grow up, I accompanied you to grow old, for so many years, you have never said 
a word about hard work, how come you are hurting for me instead, I am much easier 
than when you used to work for someone and work through the night.” 

Ever since she was a child, her mother had worked her ass off to raise her, and this was 
how she had gotten through this illness. 

Compared to his mother’s work, he did have it much easier. 

To his mother, he had never had anything but gratitude. 

Hatred was for the negative man who had abandoned his family. 

“You silly boy.” Li Lan chided Chen Dong. 

Chen Dong raised his eyebrows and smiled, “Mom, you rest well, when you are 
discharged from the hospital, I want to give you a surprise.” 

After saying that, he got up to leave. 

However, he saw that Fan Lu was looking at both mother and son, her eyes slightly red. 

Chen Dong did not say much, said hello, and left the hospital. 

Just as he walked out of the inpatient building, Chen Dong saw a Rolls Royce Phantom 
parked in the car park, with the familiar 9-5 license plate, making him walk straight over. 



Sitting in the car, Chen Dong smiled and said, “Old man Long, what brings you to the 
hospital all of a sudden?” 

“Old slave wanted to come and see your mother, but young master hasn’t even told 
your mother the original story yet, so it’s not convenient for old slave to go up there.” 
Elder Long said. 

Chen Dong smashed his mouth for a moment and looked at Elder Long profoundly, “Is 
that all?” 

Elder Long’s expression became grave: “Actually, there is a matter at home, and old 
slave wanted to inform young master, guessing that young master would be at the 
hospital with mother at this hour, so he came straight here.” 

“What is it?” 

Chen Dong asked indifferently, to make Elder Long not talk over the phone but in 
person, it must be something very important. 

Elder Long sighed and said gruffly, “Someone from home has come over to look for 
you.” 

“Looking for me?” 

Chen Dong raised his eyebrows. 

Elder Long said, “Because of the last announcement of Yike’s entry, someone from 
home has noticed you and has rushed over, and the visitor is not good.” 

“That dad of mine is really something, controlling the entire family and coming to me 
with his heart and soul to make a deal, but he actually can’t control the family members 
coming to trouble me.” Chen Dong snorted a laugh. 

“Young master, things within the family are not as simple as you think.” 

Elder Long patiently explained, “The master wants you to go home and take control of 
the family, likewise, there are people in the family who want their own people to take 
control of the family, the family holds the world’s wealth, and everyone has eyes for it. 
The family is in charge of the world’s wealth and everyone is jealous. 

“Can they still kill me?” Chen Dong smiled playfully. 

Elder Long did not reply, but nodded his head. 

Chen Dong curbed his smile, he suddenly felt that the question he had just asked was 
hilarious. 



People died for money and birds died for food. 

Not to mention this mysterious family of his, or the wealth of thousands, killing a person 
was really not a big deal to those red-eyed dogs. 

“Kunlun.” 

Elder Dragon suddenly shouted. 

“Yes Elder Long.” 

A rugged burly man in the driver’s seat of the Rolls Royce turned around and answered. 

Chen Dong frowned, this was not the person who had driven for Elder Long before. 

This man in front of him had a Chinese face, thick eyebrows and round eyes, his hair 
was like steel needles standing upside down, and he exuded a fierce and rigid aura all 
over his body, which was extremely intimidating. 

“Young master, Kunlun was specially instructed by the master to arrange for the old 
slave to protect you.” 

Elder Long looked incomparably serious, without a hint of relief, “Kunlun is the leader of 
a mercenary force on one of the battlefields overseas, back then when the master was 
out, he took a fancy to Kunlun and recruited him under his command, he is proficient in 
fighting, firearms, reconnaissance and so on.” 

Hiss~ 

Listening to Elder Long’s introduction, Chen Dong was secretly shocked. 

People like mercenaries, he had only seen them in movies before, and in his mind, they 
were out of reach. 

But now it appeared in front of him, especially to protect him. 

It couldn’t help but make him nervous. 

A sigh from Elder Long rang in his ears. 

Chen Dong looked at Elder Long in confusion, “What’s wrong?” 

“Young master’s first battle, a great victory, but let young master you become a target, 
too much sharpness to attract the attention of those at home, at this time is the master 
and old slave never expected, old slave is ashamed.” 



Long Lao blamed himself and said, “It’s just that it’s too late, please be careful in all 
things, young master.” 

“They, are they really as powerful as you say?” Chen Dong was unsure. 

Again, those people in the so-called family were really fierce enough for Elder Long to 
send mercenaries to protect him? 

“Young master’s ability to rule the family, old slave does not doubt it, but young master 
should know that it takes more than just ability to rule the family.” Elder Long lamented a 
little, “Young Master has been away for years, living in hardship with your mother, and 
has ultimately missed out on the elite training in the family, and is still lacking in some 
aspects from those at home.” 

Elite education? 

Chen Dong smiled, Long Lao’s words had relaxed him. 

“It’s alright, I will do better and be stronger than them!” 

“This wild child of mine who grew up being scolded, if I win against those elite educated 
people, do you think he will lose his old face?” 

Although he was laughing, Chen Dong’s eyes were incomparably fiery and determined, 
as if burning with battle intent. 

He was not a weak and deceivable character, things had come to this point, life and 
death were indifferent and he would do it if he didn’t. 

With a fierce man like Kunlun around, he wasn’t too worried. 

“Alas ……” Long Lao knew the mocking meaning of Chen Dong’s words and could only 
sigh helplessly. 

Chen Dong turned to ask, “When will that person arrive over here?” 

The person who answered him was not Elder Long, but Kun Lun who was driving. 

Kun Lun’s voice was thick, “Young Master, their movements are hidden and cannot be 
tracked, but projecting the time, they should have arrived long ago.” 
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Chapter 34 

Saying goodbye to Elder Long. 



Chen Dong and Kun Lun returned to the rented house. 

The sight inside the house caused Kunlun to be stunned for a moment. 

“Think it’s spartan?” Chen Dong asked. 

Kunlun shook his head and said, “Young Master has worked hard all these years.” 

Chen Dong smiled, he liked Kun Lun’s kind of personality, saying what should be said 
and not saying what should not be said. 

According to Elder Long’s intention, for a long time to come, Kun Lun was going to 
follow him around, it would be really troublesome if his personality annoyed him. 

“There are more people in the family, I’ve changed my house, I’ll be able to move in 
next month.” 

Chen Dong smiled and said, one of the reasons for the high cost of the Tianmen 
Mountain villa was because the inside of the villa was designed and decorated by top 
designers inside and outside together at the beginning of its construction, in order to 
make the overall style uniform and give the owners a higher level of enjoyment. 

In other words, he only needed to spend a day or two to buy the furniture, move in and 
move in without any problems. 

Kunlun nodded, he didn’t really care about the living environment. 

After following the Chen family, his life had indeed taken a great leap forward. 

But back when he was on the battlefield, living a life of blood on a knife’s edge, he didn’t 
even have the luxury of living, between life and death, he just wanted to survive. 

He had experienced even worse circumstances. 

After Elder Long’s admonition, it was as if nothing had changed too much. 

Chen Dong wasn’t too nervous either, he just added an extra morning fitness routine to 
his daily schedule. 

In the past few years, he had been so busy with work and running around to treat his 
mother’s illness that he had taken time out to work out, and had not strictly specified a 
schedule to complete every day. 

However, Long’s comment about “elite education” left a lump in his throat. 

If you miss it, you can’t become an elite? 



Or was …… no better than the elite? 

He didn’t believe it! 

The pressure he endured was only known to his mother, Li Lan, apart from himself. 

His life is not something that can be determined by others. 

The day had just dawned. 

Chen Dong changed into a sports outfit and went out for a run in the park next to his 
neighbourhood. 

The morning light was dewy and the air was fresh. 

Soon, Chen Dong was drenched in sweat and panting. 

But he didn’t stop, because it was not enough. 

It was still early and there were not even any elderly people in the park for morning 
exercise. 

In order not to interfere with his working hours, he had to bring his morning walk forward 
as much as possible, but of course he did not care about the little sleep lost. 

The winding paths of the park were lit by dim street lamps. 

As Chen Dong ran to a backlit, shady spot, suddenly, his gaze flickered. 

In front of him, a figure appeared. 

As soon as the figure appeared, it ran wildly towards him. 

“Who?” 

Chen Dong shouted. 

At this time of the day, no one had come for their morning walk, and when a person 
suddenly ran towards him in the dim and secluded park, he instinctively felt that it was a 
robber. 

But a cold laugh suddenly sounded. 

“Let me test the weight of your wild son!” 

A member of the Chen family! 



Chen Dong’s mind was shaken, it had come really fast! 

The figure rushed closer, leaped up in the air and kicked towards him. 

Chen Dong was only working out and had never practiced fighting at all. 

But instinctively, he quickly raised his hands in front of his chest to block. 

Bang! 

There was a loud bang. 

Chen Dong let out a muffled grunt, feeling like his arm bones were about to break, and 
flew straight backwards, landing heavily on the ground. 

“A wild bastard is a wild bastard, such a waste, how did he think of letting you take 
charge of the family?” 

After landing on the ground, the silhouette did not stop and charged towards Chen Dong 
again like lightning. 

The light was dim, and the figure was even more fierce and swift. 

So much so that Chen Dong could not even see his face from the beginning to the end. 

Seeing the figure rushing towards him, Chen Dong fiercely recalled the conversation he 
had with Elder Long last night. 

This man in front of him …… dared to kill someone! 

A bone-chilling evil chill instantly ran from the soles of his feet straight to the sky. 

Just then, the silhouette had already rushed in front of him, his right foot raised high, like 
a battle axe with a humming sound, smashing down directly towards his head. 

Really want to kill me? 

Chen Dong’s pupils tightened, having just briefly exchanged blows, he realised that the 
two sides were not at all on the same level of power. 

It was a close call. 

Chen Dong then felt a black shadow suddenly wavering in front of him, stopping him. 

The sudden appearance of the black shadow bowed fiercely and directly resisted the 
figure’s right leg that was slashing down vertically with his shoulder. 



“Get the hell out of here!” 

The huge body of the black shadow grabbed the right leg and flung it violently. 

In a brutal and rough manner, the figure was thrown away. 

After landing on the ground, the figure even rolled a few times before coming to a stop. 

“Kunlun!” 

Chen Dong got a clear view of the black shadow that stopped in front of him. 

Kunlun’s lofty body was like an iron tower, standing tall, but he did not respond to Chen 
Dong. 

Instead, he rebuked angrily at the figure that had been flung away. 

“Chen Tianyang, touching my young master Chen Dong, do you want to die?” 

“Kunlun? That’s fine, it seems that the old master really treats this wild bastard as a 
treasure, actually sending you to shelter him.” 

Chen Tianyang stood up, a blast from Kunlun just now had not caused him much 
damage. 

This scene staggered Chen Dong for a moment. 

Chen Tianyang’s physique was not much different from his. 

But if it had been him who had just been hit by Kunlun’s explosive fall, he definitely 
would not have been able to stand up. 

As Chen Tianyang walked under the street light, Chen Dong also got a good look at his 
opponent’s appearance. 

Knife-sharp, upright features, fair to the point of being almost morbid, a brutal smile 
curled at the corners of his mouth, but his eyes were thick with disdain. 

This was an untamed man. 

Chen Dong had been involved in the real estate industry, and his eyesight in reading 
people was not shallow. 

Sure enough. 



Chen Tianyang tilted his head slightly and said arrogantly to Kunlun, “But do you dare to 
kill me? You are just a bodyguard of the Chen family, while I am one of the future heirs 
of the Chen family!” 

“I am the bodyguard of the lord, not the bodyguard of the Chen family, if you don’t 
believe me, you can try.” 

Kunlun’s words were cold to the bone, “Don’t forget, your fighting skills, I’m still the one 
who taught you to correct them.” 

Chen Tianyang’s smile froze, and his dark jewel-like eyes narrowed fiercely, radiating a 
cold intent. 

“You, are bailing him out?” 

“The lord told me to bail, Kunlun will bail even if he dies!” 

“You are loyal enough!” 

Chen Tianyang smiled fiercely and gave Kunlun a thumbs up, “Such a feral trash, he 
can’t even afford a kick from me, no wonder he wants you to protect him, but don’t get 
me wrong, I won’t kill him yet today.” 

“I just want to come and see what the wild bastard who can make the old master directly 
order Yike to release a message to help him looks like and what he is capable of.” 

Saying that, he looked over towards Chen Dong, smashing his lips and shaking his 
head in disappointment, “Now that I look at it, it’s just like that, wasteful beyond belief, 
the old master is really larded up.” 

“Are you panicking?” 

Chen Dong got up, wiped off the blood from the corner of his mouth and looked at Chen 
Tianyang with a smile, “But if a waste like you had a few abilities, how would he find a 
wild bastard like me to go back and take over the Chen family?” 

The teasing laughter was like a knife and a sword. 

It plunged fiercely into Chen Tianyang’s heart. 

It made Chen Tianyang’s expression abruptly gloomy and cold to the extreme. 

Chapter 35 

“You, who are you talking to?” 



Chen Tianyang gritted his teeth and squeezed out a sentence from between them. 

Who among the young people in the family did not want to take charge of the family? 

But for the old man to suddenly run away and find a wild seed with the intention of 
bringing it back to the family was simply a slap in their face. 

As the elite sons of the family, how could they willingly give way to a feral seed? 

Chen Dong laughed disdainfully, “Kunlun, go home.” 

Was this being ignored? 

Chen Tianyang’s anger raged and his eyes were almost eating him. 

But he was clear that with Kunlun around, he could not move Chen Dong at all. 

The fact that the old master had sent his personal bodyguard to this wild bastard was 
enough to see how much the old master valued him. 

“You will know the difference between an elite and a feral seed.” Chen Tianyang’s voice 
carried a piercing chill. 

When he returned home, Chen Dong sat straight down on the sofa. 

“Just now, thank you.” 

Kunlun shook his head, “Duty calls.” 

Chen Dong smiled noncommittally. 

If Kun Lun had not appeared just now, he dared not think of what Chen Tianyang would 
have done to him. 

As Elder Long had said, they …… were not afraid of killing people. 

“Kun Lun, you just said that you taught Chen Tianyang to correct his fighting skills?” 
Chen Dong raised his eyebrows. 

“Yes.” 

Chen Dong smiled, his gaze firm, “Teach me.” 

Chen Tianyang’s appearance had caused a deep sense of crisis to emerge in him. 



It was not so much the deprivation of everything that existed, but the disregard for life 
that Chen Tianyang and the others had. 

When the other side would be able to ignore life, that sense of crisis would skyrocket 
like a weed, because Chen Dong still had people to guard. 

In the following days, Chen Dong would go to the park with Kunlun early in the morning 
to exercise, then go home with a sweaty body to take a shower, and then bore himself 
into the company to get busy with work. 

Everything was going on in an orderly manner. 

My mother’s condition, too, was progressing in a good direction. 

Chen Tianyang, on the other hand, had never been seen again after his appearance 
that morning. 

It was as if it was just a small episode in Chen Dong’s life, making waves and then 
returning to peace. 

In the blink of an eye, it was the first of September. 

At noon, Chen Dong was unable to eat lunch and was working overtime reviewing the 
pre-sale plans that Xiao Ma and his team had sent up. 

The infrastructure of the shantytown in the west of the city had been completed and was 
ready for pre-sale. 

With the heavy news of Yike’s arrival in front of him, he was very concerned and 
confident about this pre-sale. 

With all the hustle and bustle and hard work, it was time to pick the fruit. 

After the pre-sale plan was easily reviewed and approved, Chen Dong pinched the 
bridge of his somewhat swollen nose. 

Looking at the time, it was already one o’clock at noon. 

Outside, the sky was overcast and dark. 

Heavy rain was coming. 

Chen Dong frowned, always feeling that he had forgotten something. 

He picked up his phone, which was on silent mode when he was reviewing the pre-sale 
plan just now. 



His right hand slowly slid across the WeChat interface and roughly skimmed through the 
message content. 

Suddenly, Chen Dong’s gaze froze. 

Looking at the message sent by Gu Qingying in WeChat. 

He finally remembered what he had forgotten. 

WeChat from Gu Qingying: Chen Dong, have you come to the airport yet? 

The time, however, was half an hour ago. 

Damn! 

How could I have forgotten about this? 

Chen Dong was annoyed, Gu Qingying had made an appointment with him before she 
returned to China. 

He was so busy with his work that he had actually let it slip? 

Chen Dong hurriedly sent a WeChat to Gu Qingying: “Qingying, are you still at the 
airport? I’m sorry, I was busy with work and forgot, my phone was on silent mode.” 

Ever since his and Wang Nan Nan’s wedding three years ago, Gu Qingying had left for 
the other side of the ocean, and the contact information he once had was gone, the only 
contact he had was via WeChat. 

Ding! 

“It’s on.” Gu Qingying replied. 

“I’ll be right over to pick you up.” 

Chen Dong felt a pang of guilt, put on his jacket and hurriedly ran out. 

Airport lobby. 

People come and go. 

But those who came and went would all look in awe at a girl in the corner. 

The girl wears a sun hat, a long snow-white dress and a pair of snow-white board 
shoes. 



An extremely simple outfit, but it gave people a feeling of fairy air. 

Because, the girl was just too beautiful! 

“Still the same as back then, workaholic.” 

Gu Qingying put down her phone and grumbled with a beak. 

She and Chen Dong and Wang Nan Nan were all university classmates, and she knew 
Chen Dong’s family situation. 

After graduation, Chen Dong had worked day and night in order to marry Wang Nan 
Nan, which had earned him the title of “workaholic”. 

Through the floor-to-ceiling window, he took a look at the dark and oppressive sky 
outside. 

Gu Qingying murmured with a little aggravation, “It’s going to rain.” 

She had actually landed half an hour ago when she sent a weibo to Chen Dong. 

She did not receive a reply from Chen Dong and did not leave. 

It was because she wanted the first person she saw when she returned to China after 
three years apart to be Chen Dong. 

She also wanted her relationship with Chen Dong, from here at the airport, to start 
afresh. 

It was just that she did not expect that the workaholic had actually forgotten about 
picking her up because of his work. 

After a short period of aggravation, Gu Qingying took a deep breath and revealed a 
happy smile. 

“It’s nothing, who told you to work so hard?” 

By the time Chen Dong arrived at the airport in a dusty state, another forty minutes had 
passed. 

The sky, which was originally overwhelmed by dark clouds, finally could not bear it. 

Pouring rain came pouring down. 

As he ran into the airport lobby wet, he caught a glimpse of Gu Qingying, who was 
waiting in the corner, bored out of his mind. 



After three years of separation, Gu Qingying had not changed much from then, she was 
still as pretty as ever, but her temperament had become a little more mature, without the 
childishness she had when we parted. 

“Qingying, I’m sorry I’m too late.” 

Chen Dong said guiltily as he walked quickly in front of Gu Qingying. 

As soon as she saw Chen Dong, the bored Gu Qingying’s smile suddenly blossomed 
and she stood up, not caring about Chen Dong’s wet body, and directly hugged him. 

“Workaholic, it’s been a long time!” 

“Hey hey, let go, it’s getting your clothes wet.” 

Chen Dong hurriedly shouted, struggling a little. 

Gu Qingying let go of Chen Dong and gave a scornful glance, “I don’t even dislike you, 
you still dislike me.” 

Chen Dong was speechless for a while and took the two large suitcases beside Gu 
Qingying and said, “Let’s go, I made a reservation, you must be starving, right?” 

Gu Qingying covered her stomach, pretending to be uncomfortable and said, “I’m so 
hungry that my stomach is deflated.” 

Chen Dong smiled spontaneously and walked with Gu Qingying towards the outside of 
the airport. 

“By the way, it’s raining so hard, why don’t you wear an umbrella?” Gu Qingying asked. 

“I came too fast and forgot to bring it.” Chen Dong said. 

Gu Qingying frowned slightly: “What if you catch a cold in the rain? You don’t know how 
to take care of yourself at all.” 

Chen Dong smiled, not feeling anything strange about Gu Qingying’s words. 

The two of them walked out of the airport. 

Because of the heavy rain, the waiting lane in front of the airport was already empty. 

“Where’s the car?” Gu Qingying was a little dumbfounded. 

“It’s raining so heavily, the flight is delayed, the taxis have collected the last wave of 
customers, they should all be gone.” 



Chen Dong was a little helpless, he was in such a hurry to get in just now that he had 
forgotten to tell the taxi driver to wait. 

Gu Qingying was stunned for a moment: “No, I mean, where’s your car?” 

Chen Dong: “I didn’t buy a car.” 

“Then we can’t go back.” 

Gu Qingying lowered her head in some frustration, suddenly she looked up with a smile 
and snapped her fingers, “It’s alright, I’ll go and think of a way.” 

After saying that, she turned around and rushed into the rain, running in one direction. 

“Gu Qingying, what are you going to do if you get yourself wet? Come back quickly!” 
Chen Dong shouted. 

“It’s alright, we can take medicine together.” Gu Qingying said back. 

Chen Dong was immediately confused, why was this girl still as big-hearted as before? 

However, he was also a little curious, what could Gu Qingying think of when she 
returned to China for the first time in three years? 

Twenty minutes later. 

A Porsche 911 drove along the airport waiting lane. 

There was a creak. 

The Porsche 911 stopped in front of Chen Dong. 

Chen Dong was stunned for a moment before he saw the car window lowered, 
revealing a rain-soaked Gu Qingying inside. 

Gu Qingying smiled and said, “Get in the car, let’s go home.” 

“Where did you get your car?” Stunned, Chen Dong put his gifts away and got into the 
car. 

Gu Qingying pointed to the distance, “When I left the country three years ago, wasn’t 
there an auto city being repaired near the airport? I went over and found a 4s shop 
nearby and bought a random one.” 

Bought a Porsche 911! 



So random? 

Chen Dong subconsciously reached out to touch the Bauhinia bank card in his pocket. 

Such a random idea, why didn’t I think of it? 

Chapter 36 

Pooh’s Western Restaurant. 

It was at this restaurant that Chen Dong first ate western food in his life, when Gu 
Qingying was treating him. 

During his four years at university, he, Wang Nan Nan, Gu Qingying and three or five 
friends often met here. 

Three years ago, when Gu Qingying left, she also said goodbye to him and Wang Nan 
Nan in this restaurant. 

Therefore, this restaurant was of great significance. 

“Workaholic? I didn’t think you still remembered?” 

Gu Qingying ruffled his damp hair, his gaze deep as he looked at the entrance of the 
brilliantly lit restaurant. 

“How could I forget?” 

Chen Dong smiled bitterly. 

Gu Qingying wrinkled her jade nose: “But you’re too stingy, aren’t you? At least you are 
now the vice president of a real estate company, I came all the way back and you bring 
me to a place like this?” 

For the past three years, although she was across the ocean, she had kept an eye on 
Chen Dong and Wang Nan Nan. 

Otherwise, it would not have been possible for her to send a WeChat to ask Chen Dong 
when he and Wang Nan Nan had just gotten divorced. 

In her opinion, it was really great that Chen Dong was able to spend three years to sit 
from a graduated university student to the position of vice president of a real estate 
company. 

And this, with Chen Dong’s birth, was probably considered to be the limit, right? 



“So which restaurant do you want to go to? Order whatever you want, it’s on me.” Chen 
Dong laughed bashfully. 

“Come on, just this one.” 

Gu Qingying beamed and took the lead to get out of the car. 

She knew that although Chen Dong was the vice president of the company and had a 
good salary, most of his money was spent on Wang Nan Nan and on treating his 
mother’s illness. 

She did not want to make things difficult for Chen Dong. 

When they got out of the car, both of them were dripping wet, but they didn’t care. 

When the two walked into the restaurant, they instantly attracted the attention of many 
diners. 

After all, it was indeed a bit indecent to come to a Western restaurant in such a mess. 

After taking their seats and ordering their dishes, the dishes were soon served. 

Chen Dong and Gu Qingying had a good time eating and chatting at the same time. 

But neither of them mentioned Wang Nan Nan. 

Gu Qingying was because she did not want to mention Wang Nan Nan at this juncture 
and put Chen Dong in a sad state. 

As for Chen Dong, it was also because he did not want to affect Gu Qingying’s current 
mood. 

“Right, when I return to China, I want to find a job.” 

Gu Qingying smiled and winked, “Vice President Chen, would you like to invite me to 
work in your company?” 

Chen Dong was stunned for a moment and laughed bitterly, “My God, you really have a 
cold?” 

“You’re the one with a brain fever.” Gu Qingying rolled her eyes, such a broken mouth 
was something she used to do with Chen Dong when she was in college. 

Chen Dong pretended to be relieved, “That’s good, but you’re at least a rich white girl, 
how come you’re thinking of going to work when you can’t easily go back to China for 
the second time?” 



He probably knew something about Gu Qingying’s family situation. 

This was a standard white rich beauty, and having a white rich beauty run to work at 
Dingtai? 

Wasn’t that a joke? 

“How can I help you if I don’t go to work?” 

Gu Qingying said in her heart, but looking at Chen Dong, she smiled and said 
helplessly, “If I don’t go to work, my father will have to let me inherit the family business 
ah.” 

Chen Dong was speechless for a while. 

Immediately afterwards, Gu Qingying said, “Forget it, your Vice President Chen won’t 
invite me, then I’ll go to work at my father’s company.” 

Chen Dong nodded his head and did not pursue the matter. 

He did not want to pry into his friend’s personal affairs too much. 

After the meal was over, the two of them happily returned to the car. 

“Can I go to your house?” Gu Qingying pointed at her wet dress, “I want to go to your 
house to take a hot bath and change my clothes.” 

Chen Dong raised his eyebrows, the conditions of the rented room made it a little 
difficult for Gu Qingying to go. 

What’s more, there was a big Kunlun at home. 

Shaking his head, Chen Dong said, “I’m still renting a house, it’s too messy at home, I’ll 
send you to the hotel.” 

A rented house? 

Gu Qingying’s pretty face changed as she looked at Chen Dong with sudden heartache. 

He had endured too much during the three years I was away. 

She smiled and nodded, “Alright then.” 

“Let’s go to the Taishan Hotel.” Chen Dong said. 

“Okay yeah.” 



Gu Qingying did not refuse, nor did she say anything about paying for the bill herself. 

She knew Chen Dong’s situation, and that all the money he earned had been given to 
Wang Nan Nan and to his mother’s medical treatment, otherwise he wouldn’t still be 
renting a room until now. 

However, she didn’t want to hurt Chen Dong’s self-esteem because of her own 
heartache and make him feel that she was worried that he couldn’t afford to pay. 

A man’s self-esteem is not to be trampled on in the slightest. 

The car started up. 

The car was a bit dim. 

Gu Qingying suddenly asked, “By the way, how is Auntie’s recent condition?” 

“Fine, I guess.” Chen Dong said. 

Gu Qingying frowned, “Actually, I know about your matter, I can help you, no, I mean 
help auntie.” 

“I have thought of other ways, my mother is recovering, she should be discharged 
soon.” Chen Dong said. 

“Really? That’s great!” 

Gu Qingying smiled happily, “Chen Dong you’re great, you know, ever since I was in 
college, I’ve always admired you and idolised you.” 

“Don’t patronise me, when I was in college I was trying to copy my homework, but now I 
won’t copy it.” Chen Dong rolled his eyes. 

Gu Qingying smiled wryly and turned to say, “Then can I go and visit my aunt 
tomorrow?” 

Chen Dong nodded, “Yes, I’ll take you there with me tomorrow night after work.” 

The car arrived at the Taishan Hotel. 

Chen Dong helped Gu Qingying to take down her gifts and get a room. 

After sending Gu Qingying back to her room, he turned around and left. 

Looking at the closed door, the smile on Gu Qingying’s face disappeared and was 
replaced by indescribable heartache. 



“I know all about it, you and Nan Nan divorce, the trigger is Nan Nan took away your 
mother’s last two hundred thousand dollars of life-saving money, this matter, no one 
else would tolerate it.” 

After Wang Nan Nan and Chen Dong divorced, the Wang family immediately publicized 
the matter. 

All along, the Wang family had held an inexplicable sense of superiority, feeling that it 
was Chen Dong who had climbed high above the Wang family and Wang Nan Nan. 

But Gu Qingying felt that it was the Wang family that had really climbed higher! 

The divorce was proclaimed, although the Wang family had deliberately turned black 
and white, but Gu Qingying knew about Chen Dong and Wang Nan Nan from many 
different sources. 

Chen Dong’s mother’s life-saving money, or the only 200,000. 

Yet it was taken back to her mother’s family by Wang Nan Nan, and the purpose, was 
simply to buy a down payment for a house for Wang Hao. 

This is simply ridiculous! 

Gu Qingying didn’t know how much Chen Dong had endured during this period of time. 

But she knew that on the one hand, his mother was seriously ill, and on the other hand, 
his wife had cut off his last hope of saving his mother’s life, such a drastic change was 
too much for anyone to bear. 

And Chen Dong, strong enough to pull through! 

“You’re too tired, I don’t want you to be so tired, so I’m back.” 

Gu Qingying smiled gently as her eyes became firm, “I will definitely help you, I know 
that your heaven and earth shouldn’t be just a vice president of a real estate company.” 

After saying that, she took out her mobile phone and dialed a number. 

“Dad, I’m here, I’ve just finished dinner and arrived at the hotel.” 

Pausing for a few seconds, Gu Qingying smiled and said, “Dad, I want to go to work at 
your building materials company, anyway, that company you keep is just for the 
remembrance of your struggle back then, let me go to a class to experience, it’s 
nothing, right?” 



“You silly girl, going to such a small company is too condescending, if you want to work, 
you can just come back and follow your father?” On the other end of the phone, my 
father’s voice was full of doting. 

“No, following daddy would make me inherit the family business? I still want to struggle.” 
Gu Qingying crossed her white feet and wiggled them, pampering herself, “OK?” 

“Go ahead, I’ll make a call to the company’s boss, you can just go over and take over 
his position directly.” 

“Hee hee …… thank you daddy, daddy is the best.” 
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Early the next morning. 

Gu Qingying left the hotel and went to her father’s building materials company to handle 
the handover. 

With her father’s family business, this building materials company was really nothing. 

If this wasn’t the first company that her father ran back then, her father wouldn’t have 
kept the company to continue its development if he wanted to keep it as a memento. 

Because Chen Dong worked for Dingtai, it would be easier for her to get involved in 
related industries and help Chen Dong if she wanted to. 

When Chen Dong went to visit his mother in hospital and returned to work. 

Xiao Ma then hurriedly walked in with a pile of documents. 

“Brother Dong, there is a tricky matter here that needs your decision.” 

Putting down the documents, Xiao Ma said, “Because the shantytown renovation project 
is too big a plate, so this time we have approached the city’s number one company in 
terms of strength to provide the construction materials, but they have been hesitating 
now because of our Dingtai qualifications.” 

Chen Dong picked up the document and flipped through it, not showing too much 
surprise. 

Dingtai was only one of Zhou Yanqiu’s many industries, and its scale could not even 
squeeze into the top ten in the city. 



Qualification, has always been the hard wound of Dingtai. 

It is not polite to say. 

If it wasn’t for Li Dabao’s drunken greed for sex when he was the general manager 
before, signing a contract for an inflated $30 million in one breath, it would have been 
really difficult for Dingtai to get such a big renovation project for the shantytown in the 
west of the city. 

The misadventure had allowed him to turn the tide, but with such a large plate, it was 
obviously somewhat unrealistic to continue to ask the building material dealers who had 
previously worked with Din Tai to supply. 

They couldn’t eat it! 

And finding a bigger building materials dealer to work with was one of the keys to the 
project. 

“Yingli Building Materials?” 

Looking at the contents of the document, Chen Dong frowned slightly and smiled 
bitterly, “This is the exclusive supplier of a big property in this city, our Dingtai’s 
qualification is indeed much worse.” 

“Right, just because of the qualification, so even if they know we have this plate in the 
west of the city, they are still hesitating.” 

Xiao Ma was distressed, “So Dong, do you think we should continue to follow up on the 
deal, or switch to another building material supplier? Or should we continue to use the 
same building material merchants?” 

“The previous building material merchants, they can’t eat such a large plate, and there 
is no other company in the city as strong as Yingli.” 

Chen Dong put down the file and smiled, “All right, continue to follow up on the 
negotiations, I’ll go and meet their boss at noon.” 

Having been immersed in real estate for three years, he knew very well. 

The so-called reason for qualification was just a wording. 

Besides, Dingtai now had projects in the west of the city, and after the news of Yike’s 
move in, the property prices in the shantytowns in the west of the city had gone up 
against the market. 



As long as the boss of Yingli Building Materials is not stupid, they will all agree to 
cooperate. 

The current hesitation is just one of the money concession rebate points, not talking 
about the bit. 

Only, this time Yingli building materials appetite seems to be a bit big! 

The headquarters of Yingli Building Materials Company. 

Gu Qingying sat at her desk, flipping through various documents and information. 

Although her father had greeted her, the handover between her and the company’s 
president had been incredibly smooth, and the president had also willingly assisted her. 

But if she wanted to take complete control of a company, she first had to understand its 
operations and much more. 

If she wants to help Chen Dong, she has to get a firm foothold in the company as soon 
as possible. 

Knock, knock. 

There was a knock on the door. 

Gu Qingying didn’t even raise her head: “Come in.” 

A young man in his thirties, dressed in a suit, walked in. 

He was Zhang Heming, the previous boss of Yingli Building Materials, who had been 
subordinated to the position of Vice President because of Gu Qingying. 

In this regard, Zhang Heming was not the least bit dissatisfied. 

Gu Qingying was his big boss’s only daughter, and with the big boss’s business empire, 
to let his daughter take over Yingli Building Materials was to look up to Yingli and to him. 

What’s more, Gu Qingying’s performance also made him appreciate it. 

This one, really wasn’t the kind of rich second generation who only knew how to have 
fun. 

Moreover, because of the age difference, Zhang Heming still had some strange 
thoughts in mind. 

All this, however, could not be shown for the time being. 



Zhang Heming put a document in front of Gu Qingying and smiled like a gentleman, 
“Xiao Ying, you’ve really worked too hard, take a break.” 

“It’s alright.” 

Gu Qingying saw the document and looked up at Zhang Heming, “Mr. Zhang, what is 
this document?” 

Zhang Heming looked at Gu Qingying’s stunningly beautiful face and couldn’t help but 
be lost in thought for a moment. 

After waking up, he hurriedly said, “This is the details of the cooperation that Dingtai 
wants to have with our company, which is also the most urgent project for the company 
at the moment.” 

“Dingtai?” 

Gu Qingying hurriedly picked up the document and read it, she remembered that Chen 
Dong was the vice president of this company. 

Zhang Heming reported from the side, “Last month, Dingtai won the contract for the 
shantytown renovation project in the west of the city, and it was really lucky. 

“Isn’t that quite good?” Gu Qingying raised her eyebrows and said, “In this way, once 
they sign this contract, they will be making a big profit, and our company can also make 
money by working with them.” 

“That’s good, but Dingtai’s qualifications are really a bit poor.” Zhang Heming made it 
difficult for him. 

As soon as the words left his mouth. 

Gu Qingying’s pretty face sank as she clasped her hands to her chest, “Mr. Zhang, don’t 
talk about qualifications, I’m not a three-year-old child, just say it if you want to raise the 
price.” 

“Oh, Little Shadow has really seen me through.” 

Zhang Heming smiled awkwardly, “In fact, now our company has been hesitating to 
cooperate, just to hang on to Dingtai, to talk about material prices and payment 
methods, to a more superior point.” 

“As you said, Xiao Ying, qualification is something that really needs to be considered, 
but Dingtai is holding the plate of the west side of the city, which is like holding a 
chicken that lays golden eggs, we are doing this to maximise the company’s interests as 
much as possible.” 



Since taking the helm of Yingli Building Materials, he had worked hard to maximise the 
interests of the company, something that even the big boss was satisfied with. 

Zhang Heming was clear that Yingli Building Materials was already number one in the 
city when it was in the hands of the big boss, and he was just a man of honour. 

But if he performed well enough, he could leap into the big boss’ business empire along 
the way, and that was the stage he wanted to be in. 

And yet. 

“This is not good.” Gu Qingying’s willow brows furrowed as she shook her head, “In 
business, cooperation cannot maximise profit, but should be mutually beneficial, with 
everyone making a profit, so that there is a more permanent cooperation.” 

Zhang Heming froze for a moment and hurriedly agreed: “What Xiaoying said is true, so 
what do you think should be done about this cooperation?” 

“Of course we should say yes, besides these prices have to be readjusted.” Gu 
Qingying said. 

Zhang Heming was a bit lost inside, re-adjusting the prices meant that the benefits 
could not be maximised. 

But it was Gu Qingying who made the decision, so he could not refute it, so he could 
make less money. 

Zhang Heming smiled and asked, “How much is the adjustment?” 

Gu Qingying pointed to the document, “How about this, all materials, on top of the 
existing quotation, are uniformly adjusted downwards by 30%.” 

Boom! 

Zhang Heming was struck by lightning and could not laugh in an instant. 

Instead, he stared at Gu Qingying with an extremely odd and shocked look. 

Missy was serious about taking over the company to practice? 

Are you sure you’re not here to defeat your family? 

The company is a mutual benefit, but you don’t have to raise your hand and cut yourself 
with a knife, right? 

“All right, do as I say, go to Dingtai and sign the contract immediately.” 



Gu Qingying was so resolute that Zhang Heming could not refute. 

Zhang Heming’s mind buzzed as he took the documents and headed out, and when he 
reached the door, Gu Qingying’s voice suddenly rang out behind him. 

“Also, Mr. Zhang should still call me Mr. Gu, I don’t like the name Xiao Ying.” 

“Okay, okay Mr. Gu.” Zhang Heming’s face turned a little blue. 

When the door was closed. 

Gu Qingying’s face suddenly overflowed with a smile, “What a coincidence, it’s so quick 
to help Chen Dong, lowering the offer by thirty percent, would it be too little?” 

Chapter 38 

It was close to noon. 

Chen Dong was about to leave the office to go to Yingli to talk about the contract. 

Suddenly, Xiao Ma burst into the office in a hurry. 

“Brother Dong, it’s not good!” 

Chen Dong frowned and took a sip of water from his tea cup: “What is it?” 

“Yingli’s boss has come to our company in person.” Xiao Ma said. 

Poof! 

The tea in Chen Dong’s mouth spurted out, his face aghast. 

No wonder Xiao Ma was in such a hurry. 

Yingli Building Materials was the number one building materials dealer in the city, and 
its long-term cooperation was also with the top ten real estate companies. 

This kind of Dingtai, in Yingli’s eyes, is ant meat. 

Even with the shantytown renovation project in hand in the west of the city, it is they 
who go to Yingli to talk about things. 

“Go and take a look.” 

Chen Dong got up and followed Xiao Ma out of the office. 



In the parlour. 

Zhang Heming’s sword brows were furrowed as he looked at the contract offer in his 
hand, his heart was dripping blood. 

Gu Qingying’s phrase “mutually beneficial” had froze his previous good plans and cut 
them to pieces. 

With property prices in the western part of the city rising against the market, the top ten 
real estate companies in the city were all red in the eyes. 

And he knows that there is a huge premium here. 

It’s a huge, bubbling gold piece of cake. 

And it was destined to be eaten only by Yingli. 

That’s why he had been hanging on to Din Tai, fighting to eat as much as possible. 

However, Gu Qingying was the only daughter of the big boss, and making such a 
decision, he could not refute it. 

When Chen Dong and Xiao Ma walked to the parlour, they were just in time to see 
Zhang Heming’s fleshy face. 

Chen Dong kept his composure and smiled warmly, “Mr. Zhang is here, sorry to 
welcome you.” 

“Mr. Chen.” Zhang Heming smiled bitterly and shook Chen Dong’s hand before saying, 
“This time, your Dingtai is really going to take off.” 

Chen Dong was well aware of the value contained in the City West renovation project. 

He also knew that all the bosses in the real estate industry were so red-eyed that they 
were fast becoming rabbits. 

He was not modest at such words and smiled faintly. 

Pop! 

Zhang Heming placed the offer contract on the table, “Take a look, no problem now let’s 
sign the contract.” 

Chen Dong was stunned, and Xiao Ma at the side had even changed his face. 

Why did Yingli suddenly relent? 



How could Zhang come to sign the contract in person? 

Puzzled, Chen Dong picked up the contract and turned it over. 

After reading just two pages, he was stunned: “Mr. Zhang, are you sure you have the 
right contract?” 

“Isn’t there the names of the A and B parties on it, how could it be wrong.” Zhang 
Heming raised his hand and rubbed his temples, he felt some pain in his brain. 

Chen Dong quickly flipped through the contract, his frown deepening. 

He really did not know what had gone wrong! 

All the material quotations were 30% lower than the previous ones, and even the 
payment method had become quarterly, whereas before it was a monthly settlement! 

Quarterly settlement, that was a payment method only after Ying Li had affirmed the 
strength of the other party. 

This offer was like a pie in the sky for him and Din Tai! 

Even for him, he could not help but feel alarmed. 

After quickly reading the contract, Chen Dong handed it to Xiao Ma. 

Xiao Ma flipped through the page and immediately let out a shocked cry, “Holy crap!” 

As he exclaimed, his face changed and he hurriedly apologised to Chen Dong and 
Zhang Heming. 

Then, Xiao Ma looked down at the contract again, and the more he read, the more 
alarmed he became, his face changing again and again. 

“Don’t look at it, this contract, it hurts my flesh.” Zhang Heming said helplessly. 

“Xiao Ma, take the pen.” 

Chen Dong said with a smile. 

A contract that was quickly signed. 

After shaking hands, Zhang Heming said, “Also, from today onwards, I am the vice 
president of Yingli, this contract, you have to thank our newly appointed old president.” 

Chen Dong sent Zhang Heming away from the company in confusion. 



Xiao Ma forced his heart to hold back the excitement and said, “Brother Dong, Yingli 
has changed too much for us, do you think that new old president of Yingli is stupid?” 

Chen Dong was dumbfounded and laughed. 

Not to mention Xiao Ma, even he had such thoughts. 

A 30% price cut and payment changed to quarterly. 

This was like helping poor Dingtai! 

“Do something, Zhang Heming has been in charge of Yingli for so many years, the new 
old boss can let him slide down to the position of vice president, he must have his wrist 
and ability, he wants to help, this favor we Dingtai should always keep in mind.” 

Chen Dong patted Xiao Ma’s shoulder. 

In fact, he could probably guess a little. 

As he had said to Xiao Ma, it was impossible for him not to remember such a big favour 
for helping Dingtai take off. 

After the end of the City West project, Dingtai’s position among the city’s real estate 
enterprises would definitely change drastically. 

In the future, Din Tai will have a lot of cooperation with Yingli. 

If we really have to say it, perhaps it is also the case that the new old boss has a longer-
term vision than Zhang Heming. 

Still, this contract to help the poor made him feel a little far-fetched. 

A 30% profit concession, that’s really not a small amount! 

Puzzled, Chen Dong returned to his office, just as he sat down. 

Bang! 

Xiao Ma rushed in once again, “Brother Dong, Zhang, General Manager Zhang is back 
again, he wants to change the contract!” 

Chen Dong was immediately a little upset. 

He had just signed the contract, and he wanted to change it immediately? 

Do you think it’s a child’s game? 



Before he could get up, Zhang Heming walked into the office. 

At this moment, his face was as black as carbon. 

He really didn’t know what Gu Qingying was thinking. 

The first foot just walked out of Dingtai, a phone call made him return, and the contract 
modification …… 

“Mr. Zhang ……” Chen Dong opened his mouth to ask. 

Zhang Heming waved his hand and interrupted him, “Don’t ask, redraft the contract, and 
change the payment method to annual settlement!” 

Boom! 

Chen Dong was struck by lightning, his face full of surprise. 

Xiao Ma even blurted out, “Really, really?” 

“Stop it, change it.” Zhang Heming sank his face and rubbed his head fiercely. 

“Xiao Ma, go now.” Chen Dong said excitedly. 

Wouldn’t it be silly for him not to rush to sign such a thorough contract to help the poor? 

Although he didn’t know why Yingli’s newly appointed boss would do this, there was no 
need for him to foolishly chase after the root of the matter. 

Soon, the contract was redrawn. 

Zhang Heming didn’t even look at it and signed it straight away. 

In fact, in his mind, there was really no need to read what exactly was on this contract. 

Gu Qingying had made the contract look like this, so there was no need to even look at 
it. 

Seeing Zhang Heming about to leave, the delighted Chen Dong still asked, “Mr. Zhang, 
what does the newly appointed old boss mean ……” 

“No meaning, she means nothing.” 

Zhang Heming waved his hand in annoyance and left quickly. 

He was damned confused too! 



Anyway, the big boss has money, the daughter wants to lose money, still stopping the 
cackle? 

Evening. 

In order to celebrate the signing of the “poverty alleviation contract”, the company staff 
all shouted to celebrate. 

Chen Dong smiled and gave some of the money to Xiao Ma, asking him to take the staff 
to celebrate. 

He, on the other hand, still had to go to the hospital to visit his mother. 

Yesterday, he had promised Gu Qingying. 

As he walked out of the office, he saw the white Porsche 911 parked on the side of the 
road from afar. 

Sitting in the car, Chen Dong had a calm face, which made Gu Qingying a bit stunned. 

“Workaholic, why don’t you look happy?” Gu Qingying asked, thinking to herself if the 
offer was still a bit high? 

“No ah, just drive.” Chen Dong said. 

“Cut, you’re just not happy.” 

Gu Qingying started the car and drove onto the road, “Come on, say it, make me 
happy.” 

Chen Dong shook his head and grinned, “Coincidentally, I’m really quite happy, I signed 
the contract with Yingli Building Materials today, and the material quotation and 
payment method are completely biased towards us, Dingtai, and I heard the former 
president of Yingli, Zhang Heming, say that the decision was made by the new boss of 
Yingli, I’m just wondering about this, that’s why I can’t laugh. “ 

“Hee hee …… Maybe the old president of the family has taken a fancy to you?” 

Gu Qingying smiled delightedly. 

“Less poor talk.” Chen Dong rolled his eyes. 

Gu Qingying blinked and said, “How about it? You must be very proud of yourself as the 
vice president of the company after such a big event, right? Did your boss compliment 
you?” 



Chen Dong’s expression choked. 

He hadn’t really told Gu Qingying that he was now the boss of Dingtai. 

Now …… should he say it? 
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Chapter 39 

Hesitating for a moment, Chen Dong temporarily suppressed the thought of telling Gu 
Qingying immediately. 

He glanced at Gu Qingying, who was concentrating on driving, and said with a smile. 

“Xiaoying, I want to give you a surprise in a while.” 

Gu Qingying was his friend, and there were many things that should be told as they 
were. 

He didn’t want to let Gu Qingying hold a trace of sympathy in her heart when she faced 
him because of this month’s experience. 

“Surprise?” 

Gu Qingying raised an eyebrow, but did not pursue the question, but smiled and 
nodded: “Yes.” 

The car drove into the car park of Lijin Hospital. 

After getting out of the car, Gu Qingying called for Chen Dong to help her carry her 
things. 

After opening the luggage, Chen Dong was frozen. 

A large pile of fruits and supplements stuffed the entire suitcase to the brim. 

“The first time I came to see auntie, I can’t be rude, I bought some random things, and I 
don’t know if auntie will like them.” Gu Qingying said with a smile. 

Chen Dong’s heart gave a vicious twitch. 

Gu Qingying’s joking remark was like a needle that stabbed him in the heart. 

He knew his mother’s, even if Gu Qingying came empty-handed, his mother would 
definitely be happy. 



In contrast to Gu Qingying’s solemnity, there were people who had never visited for 
three years, and who even said “deadbeat mother” under their breath. 

One was a friend, the other was an ex-wife, the difference between the two was worlds 
apart. 

“What’s wrong?” 

Gu Qing Ying asked. 

“Nothing, you’ve bought too much!” Chen Dong squeezed out a smile, carried most of 
his things and walked towards the hospital. 

And Gu Qingying, carrying two bags of fruit, followed behind, saying urgently, “Chen 
Dong, wait for me, I, I’m a bit nervous, you come in with me.” 

In the ward. 

Li Lan was chatting happily with Fan Lu. 

Since she had Fan Lu with her, Li Lan’s condition seemed to have recovered much 
faster, and her face was much rosier. 

Li Lan loves Fan Lu from the bottom of her heart and treats her as if she were her own 
daughter. 

Fan Lu also felt this, so she took even more care of Li Lan. 

Chen Dong pushed open the door, just in time to see the two chatting happily. 

“Mr. Chen.” 

Fan Lu hurriedly got up and rushed over to help Chen Dong carry his things. 

“Dong’er, why did you buy so many things?” Li Lan wondered. 

All these years, she had lived a hard life, and even after Chen Dong had money, she 
had not enjoyed anything because of her illness. 

She was a little distressed at Chen Dong buying so many things. 

How much money did this have to cost the child? 

“My friend bought it.” 

Chen Dong smiled and called back to Gu Qingying. 



Gu Qingying timidly walked into the ward and gave Chen Dong a sidelong glance of 
anger. 

I told you to wait and wait, but you had to come in first yourself, and now you are 
making people so nervous. 

However, she quickly revealed a smile, “Hello aunty, I am Chen Dong’s friend, Gu 
Qingying.” 

“Hello, how are you.” 

Li Lan smiled amiably, but when she turned her eyes to look at Chen Dong, she 
changed her face, “Chen Dong, why don’t you help Miss Gu carry her things?” 

This scene amused Gu Qingying with a puff of laughter, and her nervous mood relaxed 
a lot. 

She directly shoved the fruit into Chen Dong’s hand, then walked to Li Lan with a smile 
on her face, “It’s still Auntie who knows how to hurt people.” 

Li Lan was full of smiles, looking at Gu Qing Ying, she always felt somehow familiar: 
“Miss Gu, haven’t I seen you somewhere before?” 

Chen Dong put down the fruit and was about to explain. 

But Gu Qingying suddenly said, “No, this is also the first time I’ve seen Auntie.” 

Chen Dong glanced at Gu Qingying in dismay. 

In her four years at university, Gu Qingying had seen her mother a lot, and she had 
been a bridesmaid at her wedding three years ago. 

Her mother was too old to remember Gu Qingying for a while because she hadn’t seen 
her for three years. 

How could Gu Qingying still not admit it? 

Li Lan smiled and nodded, not pursuing the matter any further. 

She said to Fan Lu, “Xiao Lu, please pour a glass of water for Miss Gu.” 

“Okay Auntie.” Fan Lu busied herself, not only pouring water for Gu Qingying, but also 
taking out some fruits and taking them outside to be washed and prepared for 
hospitality. 

The way she was busy was very satisfying to see Chen Dong. 



Moreover, he could also see that his mother was also very satisfied with Fan Lu. 

It was Gu Qingying, on the contrary, who looked at Fan Lu and could not help but frown. 

However, in an instant, Gu Qingying was smiling happily, taking Li Lan’s hand and 
chatting with concern. 

Chen Dong sat at the side, smiling at Gu Qingying and Li Lan, who were chatting 
happily, and did not disturb them. 

Soon after, Fan Lu also came back with fruits. 

The three women were chatting happily. 

Gu Qingying was not the least bit pretentious and easy-going, and even took the apple 
from Fan Lu’s hand and personally helped Li Lan peel it, and cut it into small pieces to 
make it easier for Li Lan to eat. 

Soon, an hour passed. 

Because it was too late, Chen Dong first proposed that he had to leave the hospital. 

Gu Qingying nodded and said to Li Lan with a smile, “Auntie you take good care of 
yourself, I will visit you often from now on.” 

“Fine, fine.” 

Li Lan nodded and said to Chen Dong, “Dong’er, it’s getting dark, remember to send 
Miss Gu home.” 

“Got it mum.” 

Chen Dong nodded his head. 

After walking out of the ward with Gu Qingying, Chen Dong finally couldn’t help but ask 
in a low voice, “By the way, why didn’t you tell my mother just now that you and I are old 
classmates and that you were my bridesmaid?” 

“Big man, thick-headed to the core.” 

Gu Qingying gave Chen Dong a white look, “Auntie can be stimulated in this condition 
now? I admitted to being your classmate and being a bridesmaid, didn’t I make her get 
emotional and think of you and Nan Nan?” 

Chen Dong was frozen. 



If Gu Qingying hadn’t reminded him, he really wouldn’t have thought of this. 

Before he could regain his senses, Gu Qingying’s odd question suddenly rang in his 
ears. 

“By the way, you still haven’t told me, who is that Fan Lu who is taking care of Auntie?” 

Chen Dong raised his eyebrows, “The nanny hired for my mother.” 

“It’s really a nanny?” Gu Qingying was a little wary and muttered, “Then why do I feel 
that Auntie is treating her particularly well? When we talked just now, Auntie said more 
to her than she did to me.” 

Chen Dong was speechless, Gu Qingying was too calculating, right? 

But he still explained, “Maybe it’s because Fan Lu takes good care of her, and she’s 
quite sympathetic in her own right, my mother should have learned about her.” 

“What is it?” Gu Qingying asked. 

Chen Dong shook his head and did not speak. 

Fan Lu was a girl, and girls loved beauty the most, so if they were not forced to, would 
they get their hands covered in calluses? 

This was considered Fan Lu’s personal privacy, he still needed to respect it. 

“Che …… don’t say it if you don’t say it.” 

Gu Qingying beamed, “It’s auntie’s nanny anyway, so it’s fine.” 

“What’s okay?” Chen Dong asked in confusion. 

Gu Qingying’s eyes dodged for a moment and she was about to digress from the topic. 

Suddenly, a startled cry rang out. 

“Qingying?!” 

Both of them were stunned at the same time and raised their eyes to look. 

Not far away, Wang Nan Nan was carrying a thermos bucket and was looking at them 
both in astonishment. 

Chapter 40 



The air, it was as if it had frozen. 

Gu Qingying’s pretty face changed, she did not expect to meet Wang Nan Nan in the 
hospital. 

Chen Dong, on the other hand, was full of indifference, his gaze cast a sidelong glance 
at the thermos bucket in Wang Nan Nan’s hand, full of melancholy. 

For three years, even if his mother was seriously ill, Wang Nan Nan had never worried 
for a moment, but now she was taking good care of her mother. 

In the end, at least before the divorce, his mother was also Wang Nan Nan’s mother. 

However, Chen Dong also looked at it from the perspective that the Wang family had 
never included him and his mother as family members, and it was only natural that 
Wang Nan Nan would take his mother’s life-saving money back to her mother’s family to 
buy a house for her brother and not worry about his mother. 

Wang Nan Nan looked at Gu Qingying in amazement, her mind a little confused. 

If it wasn’t for this chance encounter at the hospital, she would never have known that 
Gu Qingying had returned to China. 

What was even more unacceptable to her was that Gu Qingying was still with Chen 
Dong. 

She walked up to Chen Dong and Gu Qingying step by step and asked, “You, when did 
you come back? Why didn’t you tell me?” 

“Nan Nan, I only came back yesterday.” Gu Qingying said. 

Wang Nan Nan’s eyes swished red and she raised her hand to point at Chen Dong’s 
nose and said to Gu Qingying, “Then why were you with him?” 

“Nan Nan ……” Gu Qingying’s pretty face sank down, “I am friends with you, with Chen 
Dong, what is wrong with me visiting Chen Dong’s mother when I return to China?” 

“Of course it’s not right!” 

Wang Nan Nan’s eyes were red and full of aggression, still gritting her teeth and 
stubbornly holding her head high, “I’m your friend, because of me, you got to know 
Chen Dong!” 

In her heart, this kind of approach by Gu Qingying was betrayal! 

Quietly returning to her country, but coming together with Chen Dong. 



What was this? 

“Have you said enough? If you’ve said enough, we’ll leave.” Chen Dong had a cold 
face, not wanting to argue with Wang Nan Nan half a sentence, it was a waste of time. 

He pulled up Gu Qingying’s hand and was about to swipe past Wang Nan Nan. 

But this scene instantly caused Wang Nan Nan to explode. 

On what grounds? 

Why would the man I left walk with my former bestie? 

“You let go of me!” 

Wang Nan Nan opened Chen Dong and Gu Qingying’s hands with one hand, and then, 
backhandedly slapped Chen Dong’s face. 

Slap! 

“Wang Nan Nan, what are you mad about?” 

Gu Qingying was startled and touched Chen Dong’s cheek heartily, “Let’s go, we won’t 
argue with her.” 

But, Wang Nan Nan was as mad as hell, and unrelentingly tugged Gu Qingying’s hand. 

“Didn’t you come to see his mother? I’m also your friend, my mother is also sick, why 
don’t you take a look at my mother?” 

Saying that, as if she was mad, she forcefully dragged Gu Qingying towards Zhang 
Xiuzhi’s ward. 

Bang! 

The ward door was pushed open by Wang Nan Nan. 

Wang De Zhang Xiuzhi and Wang Hao all froze. 

As soon as they saw Wang Nan Nan with tears in her eyes, the three of them were 
immediately confused. 

But when they saw Gu Qingying who came in with them, especially Chen Dong. 

Wang Hao immediately exploded, “Chen Dong, how dare you fucking bully my sister? 
I’ll kill you today!” 



“Little Hao, he’s bullying your sister, beat him out for me!” Zhang Xiuzhi’s face was also 
full of cross colour, and her features were almost twisted. 

Seeing Wang Hao rushing towards her, Gu Qingying was so frightened that she lost her 
face. 

Just then, Chen Dong stepped forward, stopping Gu Qingying behind her and facing 
Wang Hao, he said angrily. 

“You punk, you want to fight me?” 

Wang Hao subconsciously stopped where he was, he was a head shorter than Chen 
Dong and had been pampered since he was a child, so he really didn’t dare to make a 
move with Chen Dong. 

He dragged Wang Nan Nan over with him and asked, “Sister, did this wimp bully you?” 

Wang Nan Nan could not hold back her tears and sobbed uncontrollably. 

This scene saw Wang De Zhang Xiuzhi gnashing her teeth and raging with anger. 

Zhang Xiuzhi even picked up a pillow and smashed it directly towards Chen Dong. 

“Bastard! Chen Dong, you son of a bitch, bullying my daughter, who’s ancestral grave 
has my Wang family plowed? When Nan Nan married you, a phoenix man, so that you 
could climb high above our Wang family, is this how you repay her?” 

Chen Dong’s face was as cold as frost as he stared coldly at the frenzied Zhang Xiuzhi. 

Behind him, Gu Qingying’s brows were furrowed and her face was furious. 

High climbing? 

Marrying down? 

Gu Qingying was a witness to Chen Dong and Wang Nan Nan’s journey from love to 
marriage to divorce, and Zhang Xiuzhi’s evil rant was a bloodbath! 

“And you, Gu Qingying! I simply didn’t expect you to be this kind of person, where 
exactly did my Nan Nan offend you? Why did you join hands with Chen Dong, a rural 
person, to bully her?” 

Zhang Xiuzhi whistled harshly, her chest heaving violently. 

Wang De on the other hand had a gloomy face and fierce eyes, as if he could not wait 
to eat Chen Dong and Gu Qingying in one bite. 



Pfft! 

Chen Dong suddenly burst out laughing. 

His eyes glared at Zhang Xiuzhi harshly, “Zhang Xiuzhi, are you a dog? Bite whoever 
you catch? Who exactly is bullying who, are you blind?” 

“You, who are you talking to? How dare you talk to me like that?” Zhang Xiuzhi’s eyes 
glared and she exclaimed. 

“I’m talking to you!” 

Chen Dong said coldly. 

In the past, because of Wang Nan Nan, he had been tolerant of the Wang family and 
backed down every step of the way. 

But now that the marriage had been divorced, why should he continue to put up with it? 

“Chen Dong! You shut up! She’s my mother!” 

Wang Nan Nan cried and stomped her foot fiercely, “You, you’re a bastard! And you, Gu 
Qingying you’re a green tea, you guys, you just agreed on this a long time ago!” 

The reason why she reacted so strongly was not only because of Gu Qingying’s 
relationship with her, she had actually gone with Chen Dong instead of telling her back 
home. 

What was even more crucial was that she knew that Chen Dong had divorced her and 
was deliberately setting it up! 

And now this scene made Wang Nan Nan even more certain of the suspicion in her 
heart. 

Gu Qingying’s delicate body trembled. 

The anger that had been pent up in her chest completely exploded. 

She stepped out from behind Chen Dong and looked at Wang Nan Nan angrily, “Wang 
Nan Nan, I really don’t know where the hell your arrogance comes from?” 

“High and proud? Oh, I’ll be condescending.” 

Wang Nan Nan pearled, as if she was a victim, stubbornly tilted her head and pointed at 
Chen Dong: “He, is a loser, a phoenix man, a piece of trash that I threw away, since you 
are willing to pick up trash, then go ahead, I don’t care!” 



Slap! 

The sound of the slap was crisp and loud. 

In the room, several people were all frozen. 

Gu Qingying’s beautiful face was full of frost, even with her family upbringing, she could 
not help but fling this slap at this moment. 

“This slap was delivered by me for Chen Dong!” Gu Qingying said coldly. 

Chen Dong was stunned for a moment, and his heart fluttered fiercely. 

Following closely, Gu Qingying swept past Wang De Zhang Xiuzhi and Wang Hao and 
snorted, “Your Wang family, where on earth did you get the arrogance? Just because 
you hold a city account? Just because you think Chen Dong is climbing high?” 

“When the parents are eccentric and good looking, when the younger brother is a waste 
of time, and Wang Nan Nan, you’re a brother-supporting demon, your family are all 
oddballs!” 

A cold, harsh snort echoed through the ward. 

Gu Qingying knew everything about Chen Dong and the Wang family and had been 
heartbroken, facing the Wang family’s brutal unreasonableness, she could never let 
Chen Dong suffer even if she could endure it herself. 

In her heart, Chen Dong’s aggravation was already enough. 

Even her own mother’s life-saving money had been taken by Wang Nan Nan to buy a 
house for her brother, how much further must Chen Dong be made to retreat? 

“What exactly did Chen Dong do to your Wang family? He topped every subject in his 
four years of university and got scholarships, and he’s rubbish?” 

“He graduated three years ago and is now the vice president of a real estate company, 
while what else does your Wang family have but a city account? Who has climbed 
higher than who?” 

“He has been married to Wang Nan Nan for three years, helping your family in various 
ways, how much of the money he earned was taken back to your family by Wang Nan 
Nan Nan? Even his mother’s life-saving money was eventually taken by Wang Nan Nan 
to buy Wang Hao’s wedding house, is this the phoenix man in your eyes?” 

A series of questions left Wang De Zhang Xiuzhi and Wang Hao dumbfounded. 



Wang Nan Nan grabbed her hair with both hands and cried heartbreakingly, “Enough, 
Gu Qingying, you’re just a shoe picker!” 

“Huh!” 

Gu Qingying laughed coldly, “You guys think Chen Dong is a broken shoe? A trash? 
Fine, then I’ll really pick them up!” 

Chen Dong looked at Gu Qingying incredulously. 

“You Wang family members are leeches hanging on Chen Dong to eat flesh and drink 
blood, scheming for money and killing people but still shamelessly setting up a pagoda 
and thinking you are so proud?” 

Gu Qingying and Chen Dong’s hands were interlaced and raised as if to demonstrate, 
“What you don’t want, I want! I like Chen Dong, I just want to be with him, and I’m telling 
you, I have the ability to make him go straight to the top without having to struggle in 
this life!” 

 


